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A Plea For Patience, Wisdom & Parental Choice In Public Schools
Introduction

This is an 8 page long plea, but we feel it will be worth you taking the time to consider oiuobservations. Last week. Dr. Gary Thompson made a T.V. appearance on the Glenn Beck
show explaming his fears over relaxed federal laws pertaining to the potential dissemiaation
of "education records" to private parties other than local teachers, school districts and State
Boards of Education. He made it clear that education records as defined by Common Core
can consist of "the use of testing instruments that will measure the 'attributes, dispositions,
social skills, attitude's and intra personal resources'" of public school students under CCSS
(USDOE Feb, 2013 Report). Given the vagueness of these, and other state and federal
guidelines regarding educational "testing," He concluded that state education entities are

currently authorized to test "pretty much everything."

Mr. Beck, for the most part, kept to the script of verifiable claims, until he made the
statement that the government may very well be involved in some sort of high tech,

"Minority Report" type of data collection operations. Mr. Beck has been mocked my multiple

media outlets as a "conspiracy theory nut."

Perhaps Mr. Beck's contentions should not so quickly be dismissed. Here is why:
Review of Educational/Medical Record Privacy
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Since stricter HIPPA medical records laws are no longer in play with "educational records"
of the now weak FERPA (Federal Education Records Protection Act), the State of Utah and
the Federal Government can potentially allow pretty much anyone the States' deems to have
a "viable research interest" to have access to identifiable "education" records. The reason

behind privacy laws like HIPPA and FERPA is based in Constitutional privacy rights, and the
laws are there to prevent actual as well as POTENTIAL abuses. We have pored over
countless documents, including a review of the past 10 years of the Utah State OflSce of

Education Board of Education minutes, and we have read countless reassurances fi"om
numerous state and political officials stating, for the most part, the following:

1. People who make these claims are ill informed.
2. The State of Utah would never allow identifiable student medical/education records

into the hands of unauthorized individuals or groups without parental consent.

After 72 hours of research and unretumed phone calls to various powers that be in Utah, we
could not find any clearly written, plain speak documentation that our children's education
records would not, or could not be sold to the highest "education" data buyer. We apologize
to all of America, and especially our fiiends, family and colleagues in Utah, if the
information is clearly stated somewhere in the fine print. We just cannot find it.

It may would behoove policy makers in our State to place the fine print somewhere where
two middle-class citizens with a combined higher education record of 16 years could find and
understand. Without coming across as arrogant, we figure if we can't either find and/or
imderstand the law as such pertains to Common Core, then the "average" Joe enrolhng their
Kindergartner in a pubUc school may not either. It is this type of lack of clarity that fiiels Mr.
Beck's daily rants about Common Core.

It has been our professional experience that when laws or interpersonal communications are
purposefixUy vague to the average citizen "sheep" like us, they must be pretty clear to average
corporate giant "wolf" So we set out to find a potential corporate partners in Utah that may
benefit fi'om the lack of clarity of testing privacy laws, and if found, what would be the
possible purpose of their involvement with our children's records. We started off by
following the money.

Big Business

After combing through endless data on the Utah State Office of Education Webpage, as well
as the data accumulated through the web page of "Utahans Against Common Core," we came
across the name of Beverly Sorenson.

Mrs. Sorenson is the widow of BiUionaire Utah resident James Sorenson. Mr. Sorenson died

shortly after President Obama was elected President of the United States in 2008, leaving
behind to Mrs. Sorenson, and the Sorenson Foundation, a tidy sum of 4.5 Billion dollars,

making her the 6^ richest person in the world ("Utah's richest man dies: Billionaire James
Sorenson lauded as inventor, benefactor" Mike Gorrell, SL Tribune January 21,2008).

Per the article, Mr. Sorenson, ''through the Sorenson Legacy Foundation, his family name is
affixed to numerous Utah building and organizations-health care facilities and programs,
community centers, places of worship for a variety of religions, teacher education programs
and fine arts programs for children in public schools". This man, and this Foundation, has

given hundreds of millions of dollars to various religious, research and education entities
throughout
his life, and in the course of such, we are convinced he probably saved a lot of
lives.
We are not aware that either Mr. or Mrs. Sorenson, or their foundation, have ever committed
any crimes or acts of fiaud or deceit upon any individual or organization. In fact, both of

these people have led exemplary lives as parents, grandparents, and citizens of the State of
Utah. News reports show he apparently had some flaws later in life with some "ego" issues,
but considering his net worth, that is a minor flaw on a legacy that provided comfort and hope
to thousands of Utah residents. We both would do well to leave behind a legacy such at the
Sorenson Family.

Most Utahans know little about the vast holdings and products of his Sorenson Companies, or
his deep financial ties to medical and educational industries. Our interest peaked about the
Sorenson Foundation when we found the Sorenson Foundation Logo next to the Utah State
Office
of Education Logo on the top left hand comer of page two of a document posted on
the USOE website:

"Utah State Office of Education Core Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy in

History, Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects."

Mr. Sorenson's financial ties to the Utah State Office of Education and the University of Utah
are too numerous to hst, but a simple Google search will provide detailed histories of his
philanthropic donations to both entities. One gift, however, caught our eye:
"/« 2008, the University of Utah announced the Sorenson Legacy Foundation had donated
$12 million for construction of an 110,000 sf interdisciplinary arts and education complex to
be named the Beverley Taylor Sorenson Arts & Education Complex. This new building is
being built at the southern entrance of the campus adjacent to Milton Bennion Hall at 1720
Central Campus Drive, Salt Lake City, Utah 84112 "

http://artsandmuseums.utali.gov/opportimities/competitions/public art/documents/uu beverle
y taylor sorenson arts ed complex rfq.pdf

This generous gift to the University community will benefit students and this community for
generations to come. The many directors and professors at the University of Utah School
Education
have provided assistance with the development of the Utah Common Core
Standards.
Sorenson Foundation Holdings

As stated earlier, the Sorenson Foundation's business holdings are as vast as the influence it

may potentially hold with the Utah State Office of Education.

According to the Desert News {James Levoy Sorenson: Elusive billionaire. Dave Anderson,
September 7, 2003), Mr. Sorenson was quoted that his latest mission was '^the big one ...that
involves building a monumental DNA database."

Really? Wow.

The same Sorenson Foimdation that built the University of Utah's new education center,
which played a key foundational support for the Utah States Office of Education
implementation of "Common Core", has one of the world's largest and sophisticated DNA
forensic and genomics unit in the world (http ://www. sorensongenomics. com).

We only mention this, since we concluded earlier in this document two things:
1. Our children's education records will now consist of "testing" records.
2. Such records, due to the gutting of education privacy laws, are now potentially
available for the highest bidder.

Do we have direct evidence that Sorenson Genomics, Inc. is using, or will be using our
children's identifiable DNA samples for research? Absolutely not.

However, given that this billion dollar corporation's success in research and development
may depend upon having access to millions of DNA samples around the world, can we rule
out that Sorenson Genomics will never have access to your children's DNA samples? Can we
rule out any corporation or special interest "research" entity? Nope. We can't rule it out.
Spend some time on Mr. Sorenson's company website (http://www.sorensongenomics.com).
After spending just 5 minutes on the site, we will bet our reputation on the fact that two
words will pop into your head: "Minority Report" (The movie). Especially after reading:

"Owr expertise in human genomic includes DNA genotyping, DNA sequencing and fragment
analysis for use in population genetics, human genotyping, and clinical diagnostics. Our
team of human genomics DNA experts has successfully introduced DNA concepts to the
market." Tomorrow is here today. (By the way, not to get all "Glenn Beck" on you but, per
Wiki, one of the 4 Core Processes of "Population (jenetics" is Natural Selection: "Natural
selection is the fact that some traits make it more likely for an organism to survive and
reproduce. Population genetics describes natural selection by defining fitness as a propensity
or probability of survival and reproduction in a particular environment.^''
That is some pretty intense, "predictive testing."

We will go on the edge and state that anyone who is reading this now and is not even
thinking a little bit about George Orwell's 1984, probably owns stock in a genomic data
gathering company. This is not the "Glenn Beck Report." Sorenson Genomics is alive and
kicking 17 miles from our office.

To make money in the multi-biUion dollar DNA research business, corporations like
Sorenson Genomics, Inc.'s, is not reasonable to assume that its' life-bread is DNA data
samples? This was made evident in a peer reviewed journal article from Oxford University
which stated, "The study and patterns and processing of genome and sequence evolution -will
benefit significantly from evolutionary genomics. Currently, it is difficult to obtain suitable
data sets that cover large amounts of sequence from different genes... " (A Case for
Evolutionary Genomics and the Comprehensive Examination of Sequence Biodiversity.
Oxford Journals http://m.mbe.oxfordioumals.org/content/17/12/1776.1ong)

Will that data be coming from your children? Without your knowledge or consent? If so,
why does this matter?

So They Have Little Joey's DNA.......So What?
DNA—^whether it is in the form of a fixll genetic sample or an extracted profile—can reveal
an extraordinary amount of private information about you. In addition to providing
information about family relationships, advances are currently being made to utilize DNA to
detect and assess for behavioral tendencies and perhaps sexual orientation. Who knows what
it could reveal by the time your kindergartner is in middle or high school 10 years from now.
DNA profiles allow the examination of human biological material, contain "the past history
and thus dictate the future of an individual's racial and genealogical makeup, and influence
an individual's medical and psychological makeup." (E. Donald Shapiro and Michelle L.
Weinberg, DNA Data Banking: The Dangerous Erosion of Privacy, 38 Cleveland State Law
Review 455 (1990) at 456.")

The tissue from these DNA samples cannot only be used to identify individuals, but it "can
also be used to produce information in relation to health, paternity, and other personal
issues." Due to the ability of the DNA samples to produce information related to health and
paternity, third-parties such as insurers, employers, and governmental agencies are interested
in the samples. This may lead to genetic discrimination and the hmiting of access to health
care, employment, and governmental services. (E. Donald Shapiro and Michelle L.
Weinberg, DNA Data Banking: The Dangerous Erosion of Privacy, 38 Cleveland State Law
Review 455 (1990) at 456.)

The President and Michelle Obama were recently upset when their mutual credit reports were
stolen. Imagine if his children's DNA sequence/analysis report were stolen and published on
the internet instead, along with other identifiable educational, medical and psychological data
contained in state and federal super-databases.

Imagine if your child's psychological testing and diagnoses, DNA and other data were
hacked in a similar fashion. Imagine also if your child's most sensitive data was not stolen,
but given or sold to private third parties for their secret or public use, resulting in denial of
credit, of employment, of educational opportunities. Now go back to the beginning of this
paragraph. You don't need to imagine, since hacking of personal, legally protected
information has already happened to the President and First Lady.
Elected officials, if they acknowledge the possibility of DNA samples being mined out to
companies around the world (like Sorenson Genonmics, Inc), may state that we currently do
not have the technology to identify random DNA samples to individuals. However, further
information could be derived from those samples in the fiiture, or new technologies could
lead to new information being revealed from the profiles. Clearly, we certainly did not
imagine as little as 15 years ago the ability to hold the world in our hands via an I-Phone.
It may be true that additional information would probably be needed before the DNA samples
that are currently kept in DNA databases would be able to reveal any fiirther personal
information, but there is currently nothing stopping technicians from companies (such as
Sorenson Genomics, Inc.) from obtaining that additional information. (Michael Markett,

Genetic Diaries: An Analysis of Privacy Protection in DNA Data Banks, 30 Suffolk
University Law Review 185 (1996) at 209.)

The power of the human genome -- the unique depth of information that its 6 bilKon chemical
letters provide about individuals ~ pose new challenges to scientists, doctors, and now legal
"researchers" who want to access the code. Studies suggest that a full DNA sequence alone
might provide enough clues to allow determined "researchers" to identify its owner. That
would be very bad in the hands of a bad person. Just imagine Bemie Madoff having an
ahnost God-like complete knowledge of who you are, and what you most likely will do in the
fiature. This is not a conspiracy theory, this is simply rapidly developing science.

The lack of clarification surroimding Common Core privacy and "testing" poHcies and
procedures are flaming the debate about issues of privacy and ownership. Questions range
fi-om how to protect information, when it's appropriate to use and whether it might heighten
discrimination against the mentally ill and people with inherited diseases... .or Black Doctors
and Jewish Lawyers.

As much as we would like to take credit for alerting all of Utah of these privacy issues, the
Electronic Privacy Information Center in Washington, D.C. beat us to it Their lawsuit
against the U.S. Department of Education just may be the only evidence of anything good
coining fi-om Washington in a long time (Electronic Privacy Information Center, et al, v The
U.S. Department of Education. United States District Court For The District of Columbia,
Case Number l:12-cv-00327).

Paragraph #4 of the law suit says, '^Plaintiffs Gray son Barber, et.al, are current or former
students of educational institutions in the United States, subject to FERPA, whose records
continue to be maintained by these institutions and would be exposed to new privacy risks if
the agency rule is not set aside''

Per the Plaintiffs, President Obama and Amie Duncan have absolutely zero authority, moral
or otherwise, to alter the constitutional protections afforded by the Constitution, of our
children's medical, psychological, educational assessment or DNA data that may be
contained in our children's education files in Utah.

Legal Note and Attorney's legal analysis: the mentioned lawsuit is short, sweet and to the
point, and does not accuse anyone of misusing data, or conspiring to mine data, DNA profiles
and other information for evil causes. Instead, it alleges in the simplest terms that the rules
promulgated to permit Common Core to move forward with extensive data collection are an
unconstitutional delegation of authority; that is, the new rules violate the old HIPPA and
FERPA without Congress' say-so, or if it is implied in Common Core that this new exception
to long-standing privacy laws by rulemaking fiat is permissible, it exceeds the scope of
authority to make such a decision. They can't just make it up as they go alone and skirt past
the protections of existing privacy laws.

Since the usage and purpose for gathering, maintaining and using this highly personal data is
vague and ambiguous, we would have to TRUST not just governmental entities, but private,
for-profit corporations to not abuse the data, or even negligently lose it.

Just in Utah in the past two years, a half dozen breaches of the state's Medicaid databases
have occurred, some due to hackers, others due to neghgent employees removing data to a

thimib-drive, then promptly losing that USB drive. The state repeatedly offers free credit
monitoring to the several hundred thousand victims each time, as if that will bring back the
data or eliminate the future harm from the release of that data. Well, it doesn't.

With Common Core, we have not just the potential, but the very real threat of negUgent loss

of the most private data as well as no clear restrictions on private business use or
dissemination, even for profit, of what was once your child's most private, intimate
information.

An analogy that struck home to us was this: Our children will have invisible yellow Stars of
David on them that we can't see and can't restrict, but some private company or foohshly
neghgent government bureaucrat can see it, can make decisions based upon it, and we will
never know until the consequences land squarely on the heads of our vulnerable children.
That could be placement, scholarships, employment, any number of "consequences" of our
children simply being who they are, but will follow them the rest of their existence.
Even prisoners and persons charged with crimes have more rights against the taking of DNA
and the restrictions on dissemination of that information than our children will have under

Common Core. Anyone who cares about their personal privacy should be alarmed. And if
you're not alarmed, you should be ashamed. If you are neither alarmed nor ashamed, you
probably do not have children in public schools.

Personal Thoughts & Conclusion & Recommendations To Our Community:

A black doctor of forensic psychology, and a Jewish-Mormon Democrat lawyer set out to
prove that Glenn Beck's conspiracy theory surrounding issues of testing and privacy
surrounding Common Core were just his typical nut bag, right wing histrionics.
We failed.

We wanted to let the himdreds of clients who have frequented our clinic, as well as the
hundreds of more that will enter our doors know with a 100 % sense of surety that Common
Core is harmless to their children.
We failed.

We hope we can make up this failure by providing you some expert, common sense
recommendations for you to take back to your State School Boards and lawmakers:

1. Take time to read source documents. Avoid "Common Core Talking Points" as such
were put out by the Utah State Office of Education, or any other local school districts
or boards. Likewise, avoid any rabid attacks that lack substance; this is not a
"Communist plot." Do your job as a parent and become fully informed. Read the

materials.

2. Follow the money. In our brief three-day research project, we lost count of the many
"education service" industries that had contracts out with our state government
totahng tens of millions of dollars. Education in our state is a multi billion-dollar
industry with financial connection webs far too complex for either of us to unravel.
If anyone iavolved in educating the public about Common Core has either a past,

present, or future financial interest tied to it, take his or her comments with a grain of
salt.

Better yet, find another source.

3. The actual Common Core Standards themselves may be the next best thing to sliced
bread and delivered irom God himself fi"om the heavens. We are not curriculxun

experts. However, even if God's hand delivered Common Core to my children, I
would expect him to keep their information out of the hands of the Sorenson
Genomic, Inc.'s of the world without my express written notification.
4. If the powers that be in your state continue with the company line that your data is
100% safe and confidential and will never end up in the hands of a private, for-profit

multi-biUion dollar international corporation, like Sorenson Genomics, then insist
that your State government put it in writing for the world to see. In fact, make them
specifically state that Sorenson Genomics and other private concerns will never have
any access to your children's data, DNA or otherwise, without your express written
permission. Make them do such in a sunple manner, m plain speak, not lawyer speak.
Currently, the law is exttemely confusing and possibly illegal if the lawsuit cited
herein against the U.S. Department of Education has any merit. Even if spokesmen
from Sorenson Geonomics of the world release a scathing denial of their potential
involvement in gathering DNA data fi"om our children, then perhaps they should be
leading the charge to sttengthen privacy laws so that "conspiracy dieorist" such a
Glen Beck no longer have fuel to their "crazy" arguments.

5. Question authority.... respectfiiUy. The only thing this clinic has accused the state

and federal education estabhshment of is "utter confusion." The vast majority of
your statewide leaders and state and local members of your school board are honest,
hardworking and dedicated Americans who truly want this (not so common)
Facebook Generation of children to be properly and effectively educated. The tone
of communication on both sides of the aisles has reached a level of nastiness that is

affecting the mental health of our children. If we really want to properly educate our
kids, let's tone down the rhetoric a few emotional notches. They are hstening and
watching.

6. Other than corporate contracts that have aJready been signed and implemented with
various corporate, educational and political entities, what is stopping our state from
taking a step back and examining issues that are truly causing concern and fear to
parents and professionals in our community?

7. Contact organizations such "Utahan's Against Common Core" and sign their
statewide petition for lawmakers in our State to take a step back and fully examine all
of the possible current and future ramifications surroimding the implications of
Common Core.

Personal Note & Conclusion:

We are not your role models. We are not "Yoda". We are not education researchers. We are
not educators. We are not activists. We are not politicians, and Lord knows we will never
seek pohtical office in the future. We are not smarter than you. If somebody smarter that us
plainly refutes everything we wrote today, we would be glad to admit we were wrong. As
parents, that would bring us a sigh of rehef
We are just two middle class fathers of some very smart, unique and delightful children,
some of whom we watched struggle in public schools despite heroic efforts on our (respective
wife's) part. We both have children with special needs that have received both the best and
the absolute worst that public education offers.

We got involved in our respective, but very different professions in our clinic due to our
mutual desire to provide clear, common sense, scientific and legal information to parents of
children who just are not "making the grade" academically or emotionally in school.
We have assisted hundreds of parents in this community on their respective journeys of
guiding their kids through public and private schools. One common trait we see in all
parents that walk through our clinic doors, is one of a sense of loss of control, mixed with
confusion, when it comes to their children in public schools.

Parents in this community need a locally controlled and initiated "Unique Core" program of
education that allows talented, well educated and well paid teachers the fi^eedom to teach
without the onerous and stifling federal and state regulations (and testing) that thwart
creativity and passion.

Parents in this community need education leaders that are Mavericks and creative enough to
explore new and novel methods of reaching this "Unique Core" of children. We need leaders
who will find solutions that are not tied to special interest testing and assessment and federal
government handouts with extensive privacy strings attached. No Child Left Behind was a
bi-partisan development from the federal government that, with the exception of the 2004
IDEA Act, literally destroyed the academic and emotional lives of countless children and
teens in America. To expect that a rushed, NON-partisan Common Core education plan
coming forth from a fractured federal government is going to do any better than No Child
Left Behind is simply delusional thinking of people who have a vested financial or political
interest in the outcome.

We are not advising our state government to stop Common Core. Such advice would be, as
our respective professionals call it, "operating out of scope." It's not our call to make that
call. We are, however, advising our State Office of Education, our State School Board
members, and our legislators to just slow this train down quite a bit and either change course,
or simply explain the issues of testing and privacy in a simple enough manner so that two old
men can tell their separate and respective clients, "It's all good."
Best Regards;

Dr. Gary Thompson-Director of Community Advocacy Services
Early Life Child Psychology & Education Center
Edward D. Flint, Esq.-Attorney at Law

